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iAnn Viewer

iAnn is an open source community-driven platform for dissemination of life science announcements, 
such as courses, conferences and workshops.

Proposal: To refactor currently displayed views of iAnn Viewer which has several widgets like Filters, 
Map, Calendar, List, Table, Stats.



User Experience



Currently it looks like this….



And visualization looks like....



How we want to visualize it....



3D Globe
Orthographic to Equirectangular 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSa0zg_PfVo


Events based visualization
Functionality: Navigation through events, with an emphasis on usability.  

Features:  Each inner circle is representing root category, i.e. country, which expands on click 
and displays details, i.e. events in a selected country.



Word Cloud Keywords

Functionality: Visualization of the most used keywords in iAnn search.

Features: Keywords are distributed randomly and 
for each we assign weight, based on popularity. 
Users can easily spot which keywords are being
most commonly used. Additionally we want to embed 
existing functionality of filtering into new component.



Application Design

Expected technical difficulties

■ Implementing Orthographic to Equirectangular on each marker points(countries).

■ Interconnecting lines between the countries when the events from different countries likely to 
happen on same date, because we need latitude and longitude points to map.

Libraries to be used

■ D3.js

■ AngularJS

■ Three.js 

-automatically render SVG elements in 3D directly from D3.js



Input Format - Remarks

■ Input is likely to be in json format with events,location and date, etc.

■ With the above information it’s difficult to map the exact location in map, we need the latitude 
and longitude points to overcome it.



Roadmap

■ Finalize our proposed ideas.

■ Refactor the existing code of widget to make sure that object oriented approach is followed, 
so that it’s easy to combine with javascript events.

■ Developing all the required and accepted visualization components.

■ Finally Integrating into widget and upload to BioJs 



Thank you


